
buy coffe and tea online at www.cabucoffee.com



Get to know Cabú Coffee

Get to know Cabú product formats

=

=

=

of:

Tu-Espresso capsules,
in boxes of 10 capsules.

1kg Bags of coffee beans.

Cylinder bottles of:

Coffee and Tea is available from Cabú Coffee in the following ways:

Coffee beans, gorund coffee, tea leaves, “Cup Filter” capsules (for professional coffee machines) and Tu-Espresso capsules for the home

You can find more information and purchase products online at www.cabucoffee.com

12 capsules

Cup filter Capsules
For use in a professional

coffee machines

250g of coffee

Coffee beans

250g of coffee

Ground coffee

Check weight inside

Tea leave

Cabú Coffee S.L.

45910 Escalona (Toledo) Spain

Tel. +34 902 108 305

www.cabucoffee.com

We’ve taken it upon ourselves to offer the highest 
possible quality in the marketplace so that customers can 
enjoy luxury without a premium price tag. Cabú Coffee is 
perfect for bar and cafés and our innovative products 
help to deliver on the promise of gourmet coffee for all.
 
Lovers of fine products will know as soon as the taste hits, 
that Cabú coffee is something exceptional. This is no 
surprise as we only use gourmet beans and leaves to 
guarantee excellence.
 
Cabú offers the complete experience. Enriched by flavors 
and exotic aromas, Cabu offers more than 49 different 
blends.  Our tea hails from the best locations worldwide 
and Cabú coffee uses 100% high altitude Arabica from 
the places where coffee originated.

For the hospitality industry or the home.
Ready for the best, ready for Cabú.

www.cabucoffee.com

Tés
Gourmet



Cafés de SaboresCafés Eccellenza

1kg Bag of
coffee beans

Cylinder Bottle of coffee
beans or ground coffee

compra café y té online en www.cabucoffee.com

Natural Co!ee “Eccellenza”

Co!ee blend “Eccellenza”

Decafeinated co!ee “Eccellenza”

Cabú Espresso Cinnamon

Cabú Espresso Chocolate

Cabú Espresso Raspberry

Cabú Espresso Coconut

Cabú Espresso Vanilla

Cabú Espresso Orange

Cabú Espresso Strawberry

Cabú Espresso Caramel

Cabú Espresso Almand

Cabú Espresso Manzana

 

Cylinder Bottle of 12 capsules
Cup Filter (professional use)

Cylinder Bottle of 12 capsules
Cup Filter (professional use)

( 80% Natural,  20% Sugar Roasted )



CafeterasCafés de Orígenes Gourmet 

Cylinder Bottle of coffee
beans or ground coffee

HITA  (for the office or the home)

Espresso Perfecto (professional with tank)

www.cabucoffee.com

CHIC (for the home)

For use with Tú-Espresso capsules

Jamaica Blue Mountain

Kenia AA Kirimara

Sumatra Lintong

Costa Rica Tarrazú San Rafael

Colombia Supremo Popayan

Cuba Extra Turquino

Guatemala Maragogype S.H.G. AAA 19

Nicaragua Maragogype 19

Monsooned Malabar India Plantation AA

Brasil Cerrado Genuino 19 Fazenda Da Lagoa

Cylinder Bottle of 12 capsules
Cup Filter (professional use)

Removable water tank
Waste capsule collector:
Size: 410x315x325mm
1,3l water tank
ULKA water tank
High-pressure pump (19 bar)
Automatic used capsule expulsion

Removable water tank
Waste capsule collector:
Size: 400x250x160mm
1,1l water tank
ULKA water tank
High-pressure pump (19 bar)
Automatic used capsule expulsion
Available in silver, red or black

Profesional single group co!ee machine
Perfect for small-medium size establishments
Removable water tank
Standard shower, seal and "lterholder (group 
E.61)
Stainless steel water /steam pipe
Auto cut o! in case of empty tank

For use with Tú-Espresso capsules

For use with Cup Filter capsules (professional use)

Compatible with ground coffee



Tés

Servicio oficinas

Vaso Fácil (easy cup)

The best coffee experience is not at your workplace.

Available in boxes of
10 coffee capsules “Tú-Espresso”

Gourmet coffee, in a convenient capsule.
8g capsules of 100% high altitude Arábica.

Suave Intenso

Ready to drink, just add hot water
Thanks the completely sealed sistem

you’re guaranteed the best quality
and feshness possible.

Black teas:
Ceylan nuwara 

English breakfast
Chocolate and mint

Cinnamon
Strawberries and cream

Red teas:
China pu-erh yunnan

Pu-erh chocolate
Pu-erh orange

Pu-erh stawberry
Pu-erh eucaliptos-lemon

Green teas:
Moroccan pepermint

Mint
Pina colada

Strawberry and cream
Gunpowder

Japón Sencha

White teas:
"Tea of the models"

Royal fruits white tea

Rooibos
Basil Rooibos

Chocolate, tru#e and creeam
Siramisú Rooibos

Tisanas
Fruit of the forest

Sweet fruits
Fruit of the orchard
Tropical fruit dream

Pina colada fruits

Infusions:
Camomile

Poleo mint
Tila

Leaf weight/bottle:
150gr
150gr
200gr
200gr
200gr

200gr
200gr
200gr
200gr
200gr

200gr
300gr
200gr
200gr
150gr
200gr

180gr
150gr

150gr
200gr
200gr

200gr
200gr
200gr
200gr
200gr

80gr
100gr
80gr

Disponible en:
Cacao y Cappuccino

Cylinder Bottle of 12 capsules
Cup Filter (professional use)

Cylinder Bottle of
tea leaves

Cápsulas Tú-Espresso

Decafeinated

The best selection of teas of the world.
We let you enjoy the best.

Enjoy our packs of 50 serves of coffee,
you choose the variety of coffee you prefer.

The pack includes 50 Tú-Espresso coffee capsules, 50 cups,
50 stirring sticks, 50 sugar saches and 40 milk saches.

Tés
Gourmet


